
CARRIER BITCOIN ONLY? VALUATION STANCE

AIG Yes Recognize it as an asset at the current trading rate

Foresters TBD TBD

F & G Annuities & Life N/A Would not include Cryptocurrency value with the client's Net Worth.

Equitable Yes
Will consider Bitcoin as long as the client can provide valuation statements from a valid financial institution.  Bitcoin 
cannot be a major source of Net Worth.  Assuming no more than 10%-20% of total Net Worth.

Global Atlantic Yes
We would look at each case on a individual basis depending on the percentage of his net worth that is in Bitcoin. 
We would require documentation from a valid financial institution. 

John Hancock Yes Individual consideration in all aspects

Legal and General NA Would not Include Bitcoin value with the client's Net Worth

Lincoln Financial TBD TBD

Mutual of Omaha NA Would not Include Bitcoin value with the client's Net Worth

Nationwide Yes
Will consider Bitcoin as long as the client can provide valuation statements from a valid financial institution.  Bitcoin 
cannot be a major source of Net Worth.  Assuming no more than 10%-20% of total Net Worth.

New York Life TBD TBD

North American TBD TBD

Principal TBD TBD

Protective Life Yes Individual Consideration

Prudential Yes Individual Consideration.  If other assets are substantial we may consider a small portion of the cryptocurrency. 

Sagicor Yes Individual Consideration

Securian Financial TBD TBD

Symetra Yes Recognize as an asset but at 10% - 30% of the current value.  Cannot be major source of Net Worth

Transamerica Yes Case by Case

Zurich No
Bitcoin/cryptocurrency, we will look at the percentage as part of their entire net worth, they type of currency, how 
long it has been around, the average worth over time, etc.  If fairly new, we would only look at 10%, if it’s been 
around a while, we will look at the average and likely de-value some, but it will be a case by case basis.

CRYPTOCURRENCY VALUATION GUIDELINES
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